
Foreign Adventures. One of the
most anticipated senior traditions is

the Europe Trip. For seniors it's a
chance to experience new

countries and culture, as well as
immerse themselves in European
history and art. Mia Kelso, who
posed in front of art at the Louvre
with classmates Jude German

and Jackson Stillman, said, "My
group and I did this really fun

activity where we recreated famous
pieces of art without getting caught
by the workers." Others like Kian

Mitchell-Sutera, Maisy Harris,
and Lauren Hiatt saw famous

landmarks like the Eiffel Tower. "It
was cool to see all of the different

artifacts and stuff, especially
because some of them are

thousands of years old. I liked the
Eiffel tower, it was cool. It was a lot
taller than I thought it was going to
be," Kian said. This year's Europe
trip was unique because it also
included two juniors, Emmy

Zerbib and Charley Harrold
who hung out with Eva

Lavenhagen and Chris Rock. "It
was amazing! It was the best

experience of my entire life. We
went to most of the places I

wanted to go to for a really long
time, specifically Paris, London, and

Milan," Charley said.

if EUROPE

"Usually I look mostly at seeds
when making decisions but I
also try to think about how

much tournament experience
a team has because I think

that's a really important factor
in succeeding in March

Madness," Ari Kozlowski
said.

"l picked CU to win
most of their match
ups. Other than that I
made my picks mostly
by which team had the
higher seed, and mixed
in a few underdog
picks," Demetrius
Maldonado said.

MARCH madness
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mar 14 - mar 31

"This year I followed both men's and
women's college basketball since
there was amazing talent on both. I

have UConn repeating this
year for men and Iowa

winning for women," Mario
Andreev said.
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Easter is a celebration that
brings families together, such
as Peyton Sexton who
celebrates the holiday. "My
favorite Easter tradition is when
we dye eggs and we do Easter
egg hunts. My favorite part is the
money that we get from the egg
hunt because it is a fun way to
earn money without having to do
much work. My family all gets
together and we have fun
spending time together,"
Peyton said.

EASTER traditionsfor it!

Favorite Aspects. Students got the chance to see
art that they had learned about in class. Kenzie
Estep, Kate Rock, Grace Douglas, and Marina
Munir appreciated the art they saw at the Louvre
museum. "Even though the line was super long, my
favorite thing to see was the Louvre. It was so cool to
see famous art like the Mona Lisa, but also paintings
and sculptures that we learned about in AP
European History last year. The photos of them
definitely don't do justice to the real thing," Grace
said. Mathew Bernardy and Dax Lee
experienced the views while posing for photos in
front of several famous monuments including the
Eiffel Tower.
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